Appendix B

This Appendix contains a selection of the images that were presented and displayed at the feedback event.
Inclusivity – reviving the seafront, making it lively and accessible for all.

Connecting Southsea centre along Palmerston Road south to Southsea Castle and the seafront. Incorporating a place to eat adjacent to the Castle and a modern bandstand for youth music.
Cultural & Community Centre at the Pyramids.

Sitting, walking, running, skating, Cycling. Inclusive seafront space supporting all mobility patterns, merging with nature and strengthening the connecting along the seafront.
Activities for all on the common, controlled BBQ locations, seaview towers, room for a range of leisure activities.

Dry Canals, alternative connections across the city, across the seafront, for pedestrians and cyclists.
Bringing back Southsea Pool by creating a modern seawater lido, integrated with nature and movement patterns.

Avenue de Caenival
Contemporary places to eat and drink on the seafront.
Retail & restaurant facilities on the seafront.
Pedestrianisation Palmerston Road South